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Start preparing children for classroom success with Tracing Numbers on a Train!This educational

workbook is filled with pages of giant numbers that make it easy for little hands to learn pencil

control, followed by pages of small numbers for repetition and motor skill development.The

illustrated practice pages will keep kids engaged while learning their numbers from 1 to 30.90

practice pages for lots of fun and learning! Check out Tracing Letters on the Alphabet Sea to

continue the tracing adventure.
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I currently have two pre-schoolers and one who thinks she is just as big as her big sisters so we

love doing pre-school aged activities all day long. Well they love it at least, some days I could do

without with toddler radio blaring 'Wheels on the Bus' for the sixtieth time. ;p So I am always looking

for new ways we can learn and have fun at the same time. My older daughter will be five next month

(I don't want to talk about it or I'll start sobbing again!) and this past holiday season we bought a

train to run around the house and every since then she has been obsessed with all things "train"

related. My almost three year old could not care less about trains but her favorite place in the whole

world is the zoo, so between the two of them this is pretty much their holy grail of fun activities to do

together. Oh and the 18 month old loves to color my walls with Sharpies so naturally she's a fan too.

;pThe way this book is setup is perfect for both ages (ignore the baby from here on out, she's

napping anyhow) because the first section is a nice big tracing pattern that I can do with the girls

together and show them how to make their hand move in the right directions. The second half of the

book has a full page of places to practice, which is perfect because the bigger minion can then try to



remember how we did it together before on her own and the medium minion and I can practice

together on a smaller scale. The other thing that I really like about this book is that it goes up much

higher in numbers than any other tracing book I have ever used with my girls. All books go through

ten, and I have had one that goes through twenty before but this is the first book I have found that

goes all the way to thirty, which I think is super helpful!
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